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Objectives   During the past decade, common mental disorders (CMD) have emerged as a major public and 
occupational health problem in many countries. Several instruments have been developed to measure the influ-
ence of health on functioning at work. To select appropriate instruments for use in occupational health practice 
and research, the measurement properties (eg, reliability, validity, responsiveness) must be evaluated. The objec-
tive of this study is to appraise critically and compare the measurement properties of self-reported health-related 
work-functioning instruments among workers with CMD. 

Methods   A systematic review was performed searching three electronic databases. Papers were included that: 
(i) mainly focused on the development and/or evaluation of the measurement properties of a self-reported health-
related work-functioning instrument; (ii) were conducted in a CMD population; and (iii) were fulltext original 
papers. Quality appraisal was performed using the consensus-based standards for the selection of health status 
measurement instruments (COSMIN) checklist. 

Results   Five papers evaluating measurement properties of five self-reported health-related work-functioning 
instruments in CMD populations were included. There is little evidence available for the measurement properties 
of the identified instruments in this population, mainly due to low methodological quality of the included studies.

Conclusions   The available evidence on measurement properties is based on studies of poor-to-fair methodologi-
cal quality. Information on a number of measurement properties, such as measurement error, content validity, and 
cross-cultural validity is still lacking. Therefore, no evidence-based decisions and recommendations can be made 
for the use of health-related work functioning instruments. Studies of high methodological quality are needed to 
properly assess the existing instruments’ measurement properties.
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During the past decade, common mental disorders 
(CMD), such as depressive, anxiety, and adjustment 
disorders, have emerged as a major public and occupa-
tional health problem in many countries. On the societal 
level, CMD contribute to productivity loss, sickness 
absence, early retirement, and work disability (1–6). On 
the individual level, CMD cause not only suffering, but 
also have a negative impact on social relationships and 
social and work functioning (6). Several studies have 
shown a relationship between CMD and work perform-
ance (7, 8), and it has been estimated that the costs of 

lost productivity at work for CMD are much higher than 
those for absenteeism (7, 9–11).

In the field of occupational health practice and 
research, instruments are needed to assess lost produc-
tivity at work, monitor abilities to accomplish the work 
role, and evaluate interventions designed to improve work 
functioning (12, 13). Several self-reported questionnaires 
have been developed to measure the influence of health 
on functioning at work [for reviews see for example (12, 
14–19)]. The joint influence of work and health deter-
mines an individual’s work functioning. Two aspects of 
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work functioning can be described. The first category 
deals with the economic consequences of health condi-
tions, such as self-reported loss of productivity on the job. 
The second category deals with the reported limitations 
to meet work demands (13). Recently, a review by Nieu-
wenhuijsen et al (20) provided a narrative overview of 
work functioning in CMD populations, including instru-
ments, dimensions of work functioning, and measurement 
properties. In this review, a systematic assessment of the 
methodological quality of the validation studies was not 
performed. However, to conduct an evidence synthesis, 
a systematic quality assessment is crucial because the 
results of poor quality studies may be biased (21).

Practitioners and researchers should make evidence-
based decisions on which instrument to use. To select 
appropriate instruments for use in occupational health 
practice and research, the measurement properties (eg, 
reliability, validity, responsiveness) must be evaluated. 
If, for example, these instruments are used to evaluate 
interventions, it is important to know whether the instru-
ment is able to detect changes over time. The synthesized 
evidence provided in systematic reviews on measurement 
properties should be used for the selection of instruments. 
A recent review of the measurement properties of health-
related work-functioning instruments in populations with 
musculoskeletal disorders included a quality assessment, 
but a validated quality assessment tool was not used (19).

This review focuses on the measurement properties 
of self-reported health-related work-functioning instru-
ments in CMD populations. Most of these instruments 
are designed for a broader population, but many are also 
used in CMD populations. However, the evidence for this 
use remains unclear. Therefore, the objective of this study 
was to appraise critically and compare the measurement 
properties of the identified self-reported health-related 
work functioning instruments in CMD populations. 

Methods

Search strategy

The following electronic databases were searched: 
Embase, PsycInfo (EBSCOhost), and MEDLINE 
(PubMed). The search strategy consisted of search terms 
for the following characteristics, combined with “AND”: 
(i) construct of interest (health-related work functioning); 
(ii) target population (CMD); and (iii) studies on measure-
ment properties. Some examples of search terms that were 
used include: work performance, work functioning, work 
limitations, mental disorders, anxiety disorders, depres-
sive disorder, and adjustment disorder. The complete 
search strategy can be found in the Appendix (http://
www.sjweh.fi/data_repository.php). To identify stud-

ies on measurement properties in PubMed, we used a 
sensitive filter specially designed for identifying studies 
on measurement properties of patient-reported outcomes 
(22). This filter was adapted for searches in PsycInfo and 
Embase. No restrictions were made on the year of pub-
lication or language. Names of the retrieved instruments 
were used for further searches in the databases. Reference 
lists were screened to identify additional relevant studies.

Selection criteria

Health-related work-functioning instruments measure the 
influence of health on functioning at work. These types 
of instruments ask the respondent to rate the influence of 
his/her health status on his/her work functioning. Health-
related work functioning is the ability of a worker to 
accomplish work demands given his or her state of health. 
In this review, we included instruments that both evaluate 
health-related work functioning and are from the worker’s 
perspective (ie, self-reported). Instruments based on a 
single item, those measuring absenteeism only, or those 
whose work definitions included house and school work 
in addition to (paid) work were excluded.

Papers were included that: (i) mainly focused on 
the development and/or evaluation of the measurement 
properties of a self-reported health-related work-func-
tioning instrument; (ii) were conducted in a popula-
tion with CMD [including: depressive, anxiety, and 
adjustment disorders; diagnoses based on validated 
questionnaires, diagnostic interviews, or Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) criteria]; 
(iii) were fulltext original papers (case studies, abstracts, 
letters to the editor, book chapters, conference proceed-
ings, and unpublished papers were excluded). More 
severe psychiatric disorders, such as bipolar depression, 
psychosis, and schizophrenia were excluded.

Two independent reviewers screened titles and 
abstracts using the inclusion criteria. If there was any 
doubt as to whether the paper met the criteria, consensus 
was reached among the reviewers. Two independent 
reviewers reviewed the fulltext papers for inclusion. If 
necessary, a third independent reviewer was consulted.

Measurement properties

For the critical appraisal of the measurement properties, 
the consensus-based standards for the selection of health 
status measurement instruments (COSMIN) taxonomy 
was used. The COSMIN taxonomy was developed to pro-
vide an overview of the relevant measurement  properties 
for health-related patient-reported outcomes and is based 
on international consensus (21, 23). According to the 
taxonomy, the measurement properties cover three quality 
domains: reliability, validity, and responsiveness (23). In 
addition, the interpretability of results is described.

http://www.sjweh.fi/data_repository.php
http://www.sjweh.fi/data_repository.php
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Reliability is the extent to which scores for individuals 
who have not changed are the same for repeated measure-
ment under several conditions [eg, using different sets of 
items from the same questionnaire (internal consistency); 
over time (test-retest); by different persons on the same 
occasion (inter-rater); or by the same persons on different 
occasions (intra-rater)] (23). The reliability domain con-
tains the following measurement properties: (i) internal 
consistency: the degree of interrelatedness among the 
items (expressed by Cronbach’s α or Kuder-Richardson 
Formula (KR-20) (21, 23); when internal consistency is 
relevant, factor analysis or principal component analysis 
should be applied to determine whether the items form 
one or more than one scale (24); (ii) reliability: the 
proportion of the total variance in the measurements 
that reflects the “true” differences among individuals, 
including test-retest, inter- and intra-observer reliability 
[this aspect is reflected by the intraclass correlation coef-
ficient (ICC) or Cohen’s κ] (23, 25); (iii) measurement 
error: the systematic and random error of an individual’s 
score that is not attributed to true changes in the con-
struct to be measured, expressed by the standard error of 
measurement (SEM). The SEM can be converted into the 
smallest detectable change (SDC) (26). Changes exceed-
ing the SDC can be labelled as change beyond measure-
ment error. Another approach is to calculate the limits of 
agreement (LoA) (27). For determining the adequacy of 
measurement error, the SDC and/or LoA is related to the 
minimal important change (MIC) (28).

Validity is described as the degree to which an instru-
ment measures the construct(s) it purports to measure 
(23). The validity domain contains three measurement 
properties: (i) content validity: the degree to which the 
content of the instrument is an adequate representative 
of the construct to be measured (including face validity). 
Content validity is an assessment of whether all items 
are relevant for the construct, aim and target population, 
and if no important items are missing (preferably by the 
target group) (29); (ii) construct validity is divided into 
three aspects: (a) structural validity: the degree the instru-
ment scores are an adequate reflection of the construct’s 
dimensionality. Factor analysis should be performed to 
confirm the number of subscales present; (b) hypotheses 
testing: the degree to which the instrument scores are 
consistent with hypotheses based on the assumption that 
the instrument validly measures the construct. Many dif-
ferent hypotheses can be formulated and tested (eg, the 
extent scores on a particular instrument relate to scores 
on other instruments or expected differences in scores 
between “known” groups. It is important in hypotheses 
testing to state hypotheses a priori, clearly indicating both 
direction and magnitude of the correlation or difference 
(29). For example, higher correlations are expected with 
similar constructs and variables, and lower correlations 
with dissimilar constructs and variables; (c) cross-cultural 

validity: the degree to which the performance of the items 
on a translated or culturally adapted instrument are an 
adequate reflection of the performance of the items of the 
original version of the instrument; (iii) criterion validity: 
the degree to which the scores of an instrument are an ade-
quate reflection of a “gold standard”. Since no real gold 
standard is available for measuring health-related work 
functioning, we will not evaluate criterion validity (29).

Responsiveness is described as the ability of an 
instrument to detect change over time in the construct 
to be measured (23). The responsiveness domain is 
considered an aspect of validity in a longitudinal con-
text (29). Therefore, appropriate measures to evaluate 
responsiveness are the same as those for hypotheses 
testing and criterion validity. The only difference here 
is that hypotheses should focus on the change score of 
an instrument. Another approach is to determine the area 
under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC).

Interpretability is the degree to which one can assign 
qualitative meaning – that is clinical or commonly 
understood connotations – to an instrument’s quanti-
tative scores or change in scores (23). Investigators 
should provide information about clinically meaning-
ful differences in scores between subgroups, floor and 
ceiling effects, and MIC. Although interpretability is 
not a measurement property, it is considered to be an 
important characteristic of an instrument.

Data extraction and description of the instruments

Two independent reviewers performed the data extrac-
tion. The retrieved instruments are described based on 
the information in original publications and the papers 
included in the review. The content, domains, target 
population, number of items, response options, and time 
to administer are presented (23). The measurement prop-
erties are presented as studied in the included papers.

Quality assessment

Assessing the quality of the included studies (on the 
measurement properties of the instruments) is an essential 
step of a systematic review of measurement properties. If 
the quality of a study is appropriate, the results are valid 
and the measurement instrument can be a useful tool in 
clinical practice or research. However, when the quality 
of a study is inadequate, the results cannot be trusted and 
the quality of the measurement instrument under study 
remains unclear. The methodological quality assessment 
was conducted using the COSMIN checklist (21). The 
COSMIN checklist is used to rate the quality of studies on 
one or more of the nine measurement properties (internal 
consistency, reliability, measurement error, content valid-
ity, structural validity, hypothesis testing, cross-cultural 
validity, criterion validity, and responsiveness) and the 
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quality of studies on interpretability. For each study on 
a measurement property, the methodological quality for 
that particular measurement property is rated by a series 
of items on a 4-point rating scale (poor, fair, good, excel-
lent), which is an additional feature of the COSMIN 
checklist (30). These items rate for example the used sam-
ple sizes, the description of used comparator measures, 
how missing items were handled, and whether the used 
methods and statistics were appropriate. Per measurement 
property, an overall score for the methodological quality 
of a paper is determined by taking the lowest rating of any 
of the items per measurement property (poor to excellent). 
For example, if no description of the comparator instru-
ments is provided for hypotheses testing, this item is rated 
“poor”. Even though all others items for hypotheses test-
ing may be rated “excellent”, the methodological quality 
for hypotheses testing is rated “poor”.

To rate the results of the measurement properties as 
positive, negative, or indeterminate, criteria were used 
based on Terwee et al (24). The criteria are presented 
in appendix 2. For example, for internal consistency, a 
positive (+) rating is given if Cronbach’s α is ≥0.70, a 
negative (-) rating is given for <0.7, and an indetermi-
nate (?) rating is given if no Cronbach’s α is presented.

Two independent reviewers performed an assessment 
of methodological quality per paper. When two review-
ers disagreed, there was a discussion to reach consensus. 
If necessary, a third reviewer made the decision.

Best evidence synthesis

A best evidence synthesis for each instrument was per-
formed to summarize the total body of evidence for each 
measurement property, taking into account the number 
of studies, their quality, and the consistency of their 
results. Therefore, for each instrument, the rating of the 
methodological quality is combined with the rating of 
the measurement properties. The following criteria were 
used: a strong level of evidence = consistent findings in 
multiple studies of good methodological quality or in one 
study of excellent methodological quality; a moderate 
level of evidence = consistent findings in multiple stud-
ies of fair methodological quality or in one study of good 
methodological quality; a limited level of evidence = one 
study of fair methodological quality; and conflicting level 
of evidence = conflicting findings. When there were only 
studies of poor methodological quality, an unknown level 
of evidence was noted. 

Results

Figure 1 shows the results of the selection procedure. 
The search resulted in 1630 references, after removing 

duplicates. Names of the retrieved instruments were 
used for further searches in the electronic databases. The 
most common reasons for exclusion at this stage were 
either that the paper was not about a health-related work 
functioning instrument that fit the inclusion criteria or 
it was not a validation study. The search strategy used 
to identify validation studies was very sensitive and 
resulted in a large number of references, including stud-
ies that were not validation studies.

Based on title and abstract, 71 fulltext papers were 
selected. The most common reasons for exclusion based 
on the fulltext were that the paper did not state a main aim 
to validate a self-reported health-related work-functioning 
instrument that fit the inclusion criteria or the study did 
not consist of a population with CMD. Finally, five papers 
evaluating five different self-reported health-related work-
functioning instruments were included (31–35). Refer-File 2_ Revised manuscript SJWEH 16/11: Systematic Review: measurement properties  

 1 

MEDLINE 883 
abstracts

71 full texts

Names of 
instruments

Citation tracking 
of included 

articles:
 0 extra papers

5 papers on 5 
different 

instruments 
included in review

Screening title 
and abstract by 
two reviewers

5 full-texts

Screening for 
inclusion 

criteria by two 
reviewers

Embase 
977 abstracts

PsycInfo 236 
abstracts

1630 abstracts 
(after removing 

duplicates)

Figure 1. Flowchart of 
inclusion
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ences of the retrieved papers were screened for additional 
relevant studies. No additional publications were found.

Identified instruments

Five different self-reported health-related work-func-
tioning instruments are included: (i) the Endicott Work 
Productivity Scale (EWPS) (31), (ii) the Work Limita-
tions Questionnaire (WLQ) (36, 37), (iii) the Stanford 
Presenteeism Scale (SPS) (38), (iv) the Work Perfor-
mance Scale of the Functional Status Questionnaire 
(WPS) (39, 33), and (v) the Lam Employment Absence 
and Productivity Scale (LEAPS) (35).

The aim of all the instruments is to measure the degree 
to which health problems affect an individuals’ work 
functioning. The EWPS and WLQ were developed for 
populations with a wide variety of both health conditions 
and jobs. The WPS and SPS were developed for working 
populations and the LEAPS was specially designed for 
a depressed (working) population. The WPS, SPS, and 
LEAPS are short questionnaires (between 6 and 7 items 
on work functioning) compared to the EWPS and WLQ 
(both 25 items). Table 1 presents an overview and descrip-Table 1 presents an overview and descrip-
tion of the identified instruments. 

Identified papers

Endicott et al (31) presented EWPS and investigated the 
internal consistency, test-retest reliability, hypotheses 
testing, and responsiveness in a population with major 
depression (diagnoses based on DSM-III-R criteria) and 
community subjects. The patients were recruited from an 
outpatient facility of a psychiatric institute. Uguz et al (32) 
translated the EWPS to Turkish and evaluated the internal 
consistency, test-retest reliability, and hypotheses testing 
in a population of depressed patients [diagnoses based on 
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) and Struc-
tured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID)] and a com-
munity sample. Erickson et al (33) evaluated the EWPS, 
WLQ, and WPS in a population with anxiety disorders 
(diagnosis based on a clinical interview and consensus 
review by interdisciplinary team). They examined inter-
nal consistency, hypotheses testing, and responsiveness. 
Sanderson et al (34) evaluated the internal consistency, 
hypotheses testing, and responsiveness of the WLQ and 
SPS-6 in a population of call-center workers. They used 
the Patient Health Questionnaire to identify workers with 
depression and anxiety. For LEAPS, Lam et al (35) inves-
tigated the internal consistency, structural validity, and 
hypotheses testing in a population with major depressive 
disorder (diagnosis based on DSM-IV, clinical interview, 
symptom checklist and available medical records). All 
participants in the included papers were working. Table 
2 shows an overview of the identified study populations. 

Table 3 shows the measurement properties per instru-

ment as reported in the included papers. Table 4 presents 
the methodological quality of each paper per measure-
ment property and instrument, as rated with the COSMIN 
checklist. In table 5 the combined result of the meth-
odological quality of the papers with the rating of the 
measurement properties are presented as a best evidence 
synthesis per measurement property of each instrument.

Endicott Work Productivity Scale (EWPS)

Reliability. Internal consistency was studied in the three 
papers that evaluated the measurement properties of the 
EWPS (31–33). Although the Cronbach’s α were high 
(table 3), the studies were of poor methodological quality 
due to small samples and the fact that no factor analyses 
were performed in this population. Endicott et al (31) 
and Uguz et al (32) evaluated the test-retest reliability. 
Endicott et al used a small sample size (N=16), thus the 
paper was of poor methodological quality. The Uguz et 
al paper was of fair methodological quality due to mod-
erate samples, and it was unclear if patients were stable. 
Measurement error was not studied in any of the papers.

Validity. Hypotheses testing was performed in all papers.  
Although no clear hypotheses were stated a priori, it 
was possible to deduce what was expected. As is shown 
in table 3, the EWPS was correlated with several other 
measures [eg, clinical state (32), clinical state at intake 
and endpoint (31), Symptom Checklist 90 (SCL-90) 
(31), SF-36 emotional and physical roles, the work-
item of the Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS) (33), and 
SF-36 social functioning subscale (32)]. Endicott (31) 
did not properly describe the constructs and instruments 
used and, therefore, the paper was of poor method-
ological quality. The others two papers (32, 33) were of 
fair methodological quality. The cross-cultural validity 
was not assessed, although the translation process was 
described by Uguz et al (32). Content validity and struc-
tural validity were not studied.

Responsiveness. Responsiveness over time was evalu-
ated by Endicott (correlations with change scores in 
HAM-D) and Erickson (effect size calculated between 
change scores in two groups based on change in sever-
ity of illness) as shown in table 3. Papers were of poor 
methodological quality because of small sample size 
(33) and a lack of important information on time interval 
and comparator instruments (31). 

Interpretability. Regarding the interpretability, floor or ceil-
ing effects, and MIC were not studied. Scores and change 
scores were presented for relevant subgroups (31–33).

Best evidence synthesis. The evidence synthesis for the 
EWPS (table 5) resulted in unknown evidence (?) for 
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internal consistency; unknown evidence (?) for reli-
ability (test-retest); limited positive evidence (+) for 
hypotheses testing (two studies of fair methodological 
quality and 75% of the results are in accordance with 
hypotheses); and unknown evidence (?) for responsive-
ness (two studies of poor methodological quality and 
one with limited positive evidence).

Work Limitations Questionnaire (WLQ)

Reliability. Internal consistency was studied by Sander-

son et al (33) and Erickson et al (34). Although Cron-
bach’s α were high in both studies (table 3), Sanderson 
et al reported no information on performed factor analy-
sis and therefore the paper was of poor methodological 
quality. The Erickson et al paper was of fair methodolog-
ical quality because the authors only refer to a study that 
performed factor analyses. Test-retest and measurement 
error were not studied in either paper.

Validity. Both studies performed hypotheses testing. 
Although Erickson did not state clear a-priori hypoth-

Table 1. Description of identified instruments. 

Instrument and 
reference(s)

Content/aim and  
target population

Domains, number of items, 
and example item

Response options and  
recall period

Scoring and time to 
administer

Endicott Work 
Productivity Scale 
(EWPS). 

 
Endicott et al, 1997 (31)

Designed to assess the degree to 
which a medical condition, such 
as a depressive disorder, affects 
the work functioning of a subject. 
The EWPS is designed to as-
sess subjects with a wide 
variety of mental and medi-
cal disorders working in a wide 
variety of job settings including 
self-employment.

1 domain: work productivity  
25 items plus additional 
items on expected working 
hours, hours worked, and 
reason for working less (if 
applicable).  
Example item: “During the 
past week, how frequently 
did you arrive at work late or 
leave early”

5-point scale rating how 
often the behavior or feeling 
or attitude has been mani-
fested during the past week: 
0=never,1=rarely, 2=some-
times, 3=often,   
4=almost always  
Recall period: past week 

Total score ranges from 
0 (best possible score) 
to 100 (worst possible 
score).  
“A brief self-report 
questionnaire”

Work Limitations 
Questionnaire (WLQ). 

Lerner et al, 2001  
(36, 37)

To measure the degree to which 
chronic health problems interfere 
with the ability to perform job roles 
(on a demand-level). Measuring 
the on-the-job impact if chronic 
health problems and/or treatment 
(“work limitations”). It can be used 
to identify both the magnitude and 
type of impact that health prob-
lems are having in the workplace.  
 
(Employed individuals with) 
chronic health problems in several 
different jobs/work conditions

4 domains: time scheduling 
demands (5 items); physical 
demands (6 items); mental-
interpersonal demands (9 
items); output demands (5 
items): total 25 items. 
Example item: “In the past 
two weeks, how much of the 
time did your physical health 
or emotional problems make 
it difficult for you to stick to a 
routine or schedule?”

5-point rating scale:   
0=all of the time (100%) 
1=a great deal of the time 
2=some of the time (~50%) 
3=a slight bit of the time 
4=none of the time (0%) 
Extra option: “not applicable 
to my job”  
Recall period: past 2 weeks 
is recommended, but 4 
weeks also allowed

Total scores are computed 
as the mean of the non- 
missing responses and are 
converted to 0 (not lim-
ited) to 100 (limited all of 
the time) (“not applicable 
to my job” is scored as 
missing).  
“Easy self-report”

Stanford Presenteeism 
Scale, 6 items (SPS-6)

Koopman et al, 2002 
(38)

A presenteeism scale evaluating 
the impact of health problems on 
individual performance and  
productivity.  
 
Working populations

1 domain: one total score 
with two factors (completing 
work and avoiding distrac-
tion): 6 items.  
Example item: “Despite hav-
ing my (health problem), I 
was able to finish hard tasks 
in my work”

5-point scale to agree/dis-
agree with statement, with:   
1=strongly disagree 
2=somewhat disagree 
3=uncertain 
4=somewhat agree 
5=strongly agree  
Recall period: past month

Total score is the sum of 
the values. A high score 
indicated a high level of 
presenteeism [ie, a greater 
ability to concentrate on 
and accomplish work 
despite health problem(s)]. 
No information available 
on time to administer

Work Performance Scale 
(WPS) 

Erickson et al, 2009 (33)  
Jette et al, 1986 (39)

From the Functional Status 
Questionnaire, the WPS aims to 
assess changes in the job-related 
to health, ability to perform tasks, 
time required to perform tasks 
and interpersonal relationships.

Employed during previous month

1 domain: work performance 
(6 items)  
Example item: “If you were 
employed the last month, 
how was your work perfor-
mance done as much work 
as others in similar jobs?”

Original scale is 4-point 
rating scale (Erickson uses 
a 5-point rating scale, with 
low scores reflecting im-
pairment):  
1=all the time;  
2=most of the time;  
3=some of the time;  
4=none of the time.  
Recall period: past month.

The scores are trans-
formed to a single scale 
score from 0–100, with 
100 indicating maximum 
functional ability.  
No information available 
on time to administer

Lam Employment 
Absence and 
Productivity Scale 
(LEAPS). 

Lam et al, 2009 (35)

Designed to assess work  
functioning and impairment in a 
clinically depressed population.  
 
A depressed population (major 
depressive disorder) (working)

2 domains: productivity (3 
items) and troublesome 
symptoms (4 items); 7 
items plus 3 items on occu-
pation, hours of work, and 
hours missed from work. 
Example item: “Over the 
past two weeks, how often 
were you bothered by get-
ting less work done”

5-point scale:  
0=None of the time (0%) 
1=some of the time (25%) 
2=half of the time (50%) 
3=most of the time (75%) 
4=all of the time (100%) 
Recall period: past 2 weeks

Score 0–4 respectively. 
Total score range from 
0–28.  
No information available 
on time to administer
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eses, it was possible to deduce what was expected. As 
is shown in table 3, the WLQ was correlated to several 
other measures [eg, SF-36 emotional and physical roles, 
the work-item of the SDS (33)] and comparisons between 
severity groups were made (33,34). Sanderson used small 
patient groups for the comparison and therefore the paper 
was of poor methodological quality. Erickson reported 
little information on the expectations and comparator 
instruments and therefore the paper was of fair method-
ological quality. The content validity, structural validity, 
and cross-cultural validity were not studied.

Responsiveness. To evaluate responsiveness, Sanderson 
et al compared the WLQ scores by symptom status at 
baseline, 6 months, and change scores between four 
groups. Erickson et al calculated effect sizes between 
change scores in two groups based on change in severity 
of illness (table 3). 

Interpretability. Neither floor nor ceiling effects nor MIC 
were studied; however scores and change scores were 
presented for relevant subgroups (33, 34).

Best evidence synthesis. Evidence synthesis of the 
WLQ (table 5) resulted in limited positive evidence (+) 
for internal consistency (two studies with poor and fair 
methodological quality and Cronbach’s α >0.80); lim-
ited positive evidence (+) for hypotheses testing (two 
studies with poor and fair methodological quality and 
75% of the results were in accordance with hypotheses); 
and unknown evidence (?) for responsiveness based on 
two studies with poor methodological quality.

Stanford Presenteeism Scale 6-item scale (SPS-6)

Reliability. As shown in table 3, Sanderson et al (34) 
investigated the internal consistency but did not report 
on factor analysis in any population on the SPS-6. 
Therefore, the paper was of poor methodological quality. 
The test-retest and measurement error were not studied.

Validity. Hypotheses testing was performed by compar-
ing different severity of depression groups at baseline 
(table 3). The content validity, structural validity, and 
cross-cultural validity were not studied.

Table 2. Description of identified study populations. [DSM=Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; EWPS=Endicott Work 
Productivity Scale; HAM-D=Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; ICC=interclass correlation coefficient; LEAPS=Lam Employment Absence 
and Productivity Scale; SCID=Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV; SPS=Stanford Presenteeism Scale; WLQ=Work Limitations 
Questionnaire; WPS=Work Performance Scale.]

Paper Instrument Setting Employment status Country & 
language

Number of subjects (%  
female) & study population

Mean age 
(years) 

SD

Endicott et  
al, 1997 
(31)

EWPS Outpatient facility of 
the New York State 
Psychiatric Institute

Currently working US, language of 
questionnaire not 
stated

N=42 (50.0%). Major de-
pression (DSM-III-R). A 
group within the sample had 
alcoholism as a comorbid 
mental disorder.

41 9.6

N=66 (70.0%).  
Community subjects

· ·

Uguz et al, 
2004 (32)

EWPS Patients visiting psy-
chiatric department of 
university hospital

Currently working Turkey, Turkish N=74 (70.3%) 
Depressed patients (HAM-D/
SCID interview DSM-IV)

· ·

N=107 (60.7%) 
Community sample

· ·

Erickson  
et al, 2009 
(33)

WLQ 
EWPS 
WPS

Patients seeking evalu-
ation for anxiety treat-
ment at the university 
of Michigan Anxiety 
Disorders Program

Work for pay >20  
hours/week

US, English N=41 (48.8%) 
Minimal to mild anxiety 
disordera

37.5 12.2

N=40 (75.0%) 
Moderate to severe anxiety 
disorder a

34.2 9.8

Sanderson 
et al, 2007 
(34)

WLQ 
SPS-6

Call center workers Employment contract Australia, language 
of questionnaire 
not stated

N=436 (77.1%) 
Community sample

· ·

N=69, selected from commu-
nity sample (NR) 
Depression and anxiety with-
in community sample b

· ·

Lam et al, 
2009 (35)

 LEAPS Patients attending a 
mood disorders clinic 
at a university teaching 
hospital

Paid work [(self)em-
ployed, either part-time 
or full-time]. Workers on 
short- or long-term dis-
ability are excluded

Canada, language 
of questionnaire 
not stated

N=234 (NR). Major depres-
sive disorder (DSM-IV, 
clinical interview, symptom 
checklist and available medi-
cal records)

39.2 11.7

a Anxiety disorder (generalized anxiety, panic, obsessive-compulsive disorder, or social phobia). Diagnosis based on a 2-hour clinical interview and con-
sensus review by inter-disciplinary team. Beck Anxiety Inventory was used for defining two severity groups.

b Diagnosis by depression and anxiety modules of the Patient Health Questionnaire 
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Table 3a. Reported measurement properties per instrument: internal consistency, reliability and structural validity a. [EWPS=Endicott Work 
Productivity Scale; HAM-D=Hamilton Depression Rating Scale ; ICC=interclass correlation coefficient; LEAPS=Lam Employment Absence and 
Productivity Scale; MID=mental-interpersonal demands; OD=output demands; PCA=principal component analysis; PD=physical demands; 
SPS=Stanford Presenteeism Scale; TSD=time scheduling demands; WLQ=Work Limitations Questionnaire; WPS=Work Performance Scale]

Instrument and 
paper

Internal consistency Reliability Structural validity

Study population Results Study population Results Study population Results 

EWPS 
Endicott et al, 
1997 (31)

N=108, total sample α=0.93 N=16, subset of  
total sample

Test–retest 
ICC=0.92

N=42, patient group α=0.93
N=66, community 
sample 

α=0.92

Uguz et al,  
2004 (32)

N=74, patient group α=0.90 N=30, subset of  
total sample

Test–retest: 
r=0.76

N=107, community 
sample

α=0.92

Erickson et al, 
2009 (33)

Total sample α=0.95

WLQ-25 
Erickson et al, 
2009 (33)

Total sample TSD α=0.91
PD α=0.92

MID α=0.92
OD α=0.93

Sanderson et al, 
2007 (34)

Total sample α>0.89

SPS-6 
Sanderson et al 
2007 (34)

Total sample α=0.70

WPS 
Erickson et al, 
2009 (33)

Total sample α=0.82

LEAPS
Lam et al, 2009 
(35)

Total sample Total scale 
α=0.89

N=234, total  
sample

PCA with Varimax rotation: two 
expected factors found, together 
75% explained variance.

a Criterion validity was not evaluated. No evidence available for measurement error, content validity and interpretability.

Table 3b. Reported measurement properties per instrument: hypotheses testing and responsiveness a. [DSM=Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders; EWPS=Endicott Work Productivity Scale; HAM-D= Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; HPQ= World Health 
Organization Health and Work Performance Questionnaire; LEAPS=Lam Employment Absence and Productivity Scale; MID=mental-
interpersonal demands; OD=output demands; PCA=principal component analysis; PD=physical demands; SCL=symptom checklist; SD= 
standard deviation; SPS=Stanford Presenteeism Scale; TSD=time scheduling demands; WLQ=Work Limitations Questionnaire; WPS=Work 
Performance Scale]

Instrument and 
paper

Hypotheses testing Responsiveness

Study population Results Study population Results 

EWPS b
Endicott et al,  
1997 (31)

N=42, major  
depression group

Intake: Correlations with HAM-D (r=0.27) and  
Global Clinical Index of severity (r=0.42) 
Endpoint: Correlations with HAM-D (r=0.61), Global 
Clinical Index of severity(r=0.46), and SCL-90 (r=0.50)

Patient group Correlations change score 
with HAM-D (r=0.29)

N=66, community 
sample

Intake: Correlations with Zimmerman total score 
(r=0.57) and SCL-90 (r=0.55)

Total sample Patients had higher EWPS scores than community 
sample at both intake and endpoint.

Uguzet al,  
2004 (32)

N=74, depression 
group

Comparison of scores with Hamilton depression scale 
(r=0.52), SF-36 social functioning subscale (r=-0.43), 
clinical global impression severity scale (r=0.64)

N=181, total 
sample  
(depression group 
and control group)

Significant difference between patient group and  
control group (mean difference 24 points)

(cont)
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Table 3b. Continued

Erickson et al, 
2009 (33)

N=76, anxiety  
disorder group

Correlation (r) with SF-36 emotional role: -0.63,  
SF-36 physical role: -0.23 and SDS-work item 0.63

N=38 Perceived improved  
severity of illness 

N=12 Perceived no change or 
worsening severity of illness

Two change in severity of ill-
ness groups based on global 
improvement scale (CGI-I)

Group comparisons of 
change scores over 12 
week: mean change/SD, 
P-value: No significant dif-
ferences. Effect size 0.71.

N=41 minimal-
to-mild anxiety; 
N=40 moderate-
to-severe anxiety. 
Two severity of ill-
ness groupsbased 
on Beck Anxiety 
Inventory

Group comparisons on mean/SD, P-value and  
effect size: higher scores for severe anxiety group,  
effect size -0.45.

WLQ-25 b
Erickson et al, 
2009 (33)

N=76, anxiety  
disorder group

Correlation (r) of subscales with:  
(i) SF-36 physical role: TSD=-0.24, OD=-0.26,  
PD=-0.19, MID=-0.24;  
(ii) SF-36 emotional role: TSD=-0.69, OD=-0.65,  
PD=-0.23, MID=-0.74;  
(iii) SDS-work item: TSD=0.56, OD=0.62, PD=0.16, 
MID=0.65

N=38 Perceived improved se-
verity of illness 

N=12 Perceived no change or 
worsening severity of illness

Two change in severity of ill-
ness groups based on Global 
Improvement Scale (CGI-I)

Per subscale group com-
parisons of change scores 
over 12 week: mean 
change/SD, P-value: mixed 
results. Effect sizes:

TSD=-0.35 
OD=-0.86 
PD=-0.01 
MID=-1.03

N=41 and N=40. 
Two severity of  
illness groups 
based on Beck 
Anxiety Inventory

Per subscale group comparison on mean/SD, P-value 
and effect size: higher limitations for severe  
anxiety. Effect sizes: TSD=-0.35, OD=-0.86, PD=-0.01, 
MID=-1.03

Sanderson et al 
2007 (34)

N=363: No  
depressive 
syndrome

N=69: Any  
depressive 
syndrome

N=24: Minor  
depressive 
syndrome

N=25: Major  
depressive 
syndrome

Per subscale group comparisons: no depressive  
syndrome, minor depressive syndrome, and major  
depressive syndrome on mean and SD. 

TSD: (i) any versus no syndrome; B=17.4, SE=2.6, 
P<0.0001. Group without depression/anxiety had  
lower mean than group with any (less limitations);  
(ii) minor versus no syndrome; B=12.3, SE= 3.8 
P=0.010. Group without depression/anxiety had lower 
mean than group with minor; (iii) major versus no 
syndrome; B=13.6, SE=4.8, P=0.019. Group without de-
pression/anxiety had lower mean than group with minor

OD: (i) any versus no syndrome; B=18.0, SE=2.8, 
P<0.0001. Group without depression/anxiety had lower 
mean than group with any; (ii) minor versus no syn-
drome; B=12.0, SE=3.1, P=0.004. Group without de-
pression/anxiety had lower mean than group with mi-
nor; (iii) major versus no syndrome; B=16.6, SE=3.8, 
P=0.002. Group without depression/anxiety had lower 
mean than group with minor

PD: (i) Any versus no syndrome; B=12.5, SE=1.2, 
P<0.0001. Group without depression/anxiety had 
lower mean than group with any; (ii) minor versus no 
syndrome; B=14.5, SE=3.3 P=0.002. Group without 
depression/anxiety had lower mean than group with 
minor; (iii) major versus no syndrome; B=-4.2, SE=3.0, 
P=0.20. Group without depression/anxiety had lower 
mean than group with minor

MID: (i) any versus no syndrome; B=17.7, SE=1.9, 
P<0.0001. Group without depression/anxiety had lower 
mean than group with any; (ii) minor versus no syn-
drome; B=10.5, SE=2.4, P=0.002. Group without de-
pression/anxiety had lower mean than group with mi-
nor; (iii) major versus no syndrome; B=17.5, SE=3.6, 
P=0.0009. Group without depression/anxiety had lower 
mean than group with minor.

N=174: Remained symptom 
free 

N=21: Onset of syndrome at  
6 months

N=20 Syndrome remitted at  
6 months

N=16 Syndrome persisted at 
six months

Per subscale group  
comparisons in presentee-
ism scores (mean/sd) by 
depression/anxiety  
syndrome status at base-
line, 6 months and change 
score: 

Mixed results, neverthe-
less most are in the  
expected direction.

N=427: total  
sample (call  
centre workers)

A linear regression model is applied: Relationships of 
subscales with specific DSM-IV depression symptoms 
at baseline evaluated in a regression model: mixed 
results

(cont)
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Table 3b. Continued

SPS-6 b
Sanderson et al 
2007 (34)

N=363: No depres-
sive syndrome

N=69: Any depres-
sive syndrome

N=24: Minor de-
pressive syndrome

N=25: Major de-
pressive syndrome

Group comparisons: no depressive syndrome, minor 
depressive syndrome, and major depressive syndrome 
are on mean and SD. (i) any versus no syndrome; 
B=-3.8, SE=0.4, P<0.0001. Group without depression/
anxiety had higher mean than group with any (better 
functioning; (ii) minor versus no syndrome; B=-3.1, 
SE=0.8, P=0.004. Group without depression/anxiety 
had higher mean than group with minor; (iii) major 
versus no syndrome; B=-1.1, SE=0.9, P=0.25. Group 
without depression/anxiety had higher mean than 
group with minor.

N=174: Remained symptom 
free 

N=21: Onset of syndrome at 6 
monthts

N=20 Syndrome remitted at 6 
months

N=16 Syndrome persisted at 
six months

Group comparisons in 
presenteeism scores 
(mean/SD) by depression/
anxiety syndrome status 
at baseline, 6 months and 
change score. Almost all 
results are in the expected 
direction, although not all 
large differences/signifi-
cant differences.

WPS b
Erickson et al,  
2009 (33)

N=76, anxiety  
disorder group

Correlation (r) with: (i) SF-36 emotional role: 0.66;  
(ii) SF-36 physical role: 0.34; (iii) SDS-work item: -0.69

N=38 Perceived improved se-
verity of illness 

N=12 Perceived no change or 
worsening severity of illness

Two change in severity of ill-
ness groups based on Global 
Improvement Scale (CGI-I)

Group comparisons of 
change scores over 12 
week: mean change/SD, 
P-value: no significant  
results. Effect size 0.49.

N=41 and N=40. 
Two severity of ill-
ness groups based 
on Beck Anxiety 
Inventory

Group comparisons: mean/SD, P-value:  
lower scores for severe anxiety. 

Effect size=-0.45 (worse functioning)

LEAPS b
Lam et al, 2009 
(35)

N=234, major  
depression group

Correlation (r) of total score and productivity subscale 
with: (i) SDS-work item (0.63, 0.50); (ii) HPQ global 
work performance (-0.79, -0.85); (iii) HPQ productiv-
ity score (-0.70, -0.77); (iv) percent of missed hours in 
past two weeks (0.41, 0.45).
Comparison between severity groups and their scores 
on the total score and productivity subscale. The 
severe categories showed higher scores (one way 
ANOVA) (worse functioning).

a Criterion validity was not evaluated. No evidence available for measurement error, content validity and interpretability.

Responsiveness. To evaluate the responsiveness, the 
authors compared the SPS-6 scores by symptom status 
at baseline, 6 months, and change scores in four groups 
(table 3).

Interpretability. Differences in scores and change scores 
for relevant subgroups were presented; neither floor nor 
ceiling effects nor MIC were studied (34).

Best evidence synthesis. Although all results were in the 
expected directions for internal consistency, hypotheses 
testing, and responsiveness, there was unknown evi-
dence (?) because of the paper’s poor methodological 
quality (small groups in analyses) (table 5).

Work Performance Scale (WPS)

Reliability. As shown in table 3, Erickson et al (33) 
evaluated the internal consistency but did not report 
on factor analysis in any population on the WPS. 
Therefore, the paper was of poor methodological 
quality. The test-retest and measurement error were 
not studied.

Validity. Hypotheses testing was performed by correlating 
the WPS to several other measures (eg, SF-36 emotional 
and physical roles, the work-item of the SDS) and a 
comparison between two severity groups was made (table 
3). No clear a priori hypotheses were stated and little 
information was reported on comparator instruments. 
Therefore, the paper was of fair methodological quality. 
The content validity, structural validity, and cross-cultural 
validity were not studied.

Responsiveness. The responsiveness was evaluated 
by an effect size between change scores in two groups 
based on change in severity of illness (table 3). 

Interpretability. Differences in scores and change scores 
for relevant subgroups were presented; no floor or ceil-
ing effects and MIC were studied (33).

Best evidence synthesis. Because of the poor meth-
odological quality (small sample sizes), there was 
unknown evidence (?) for the internal consistency and 
responsiveness of the WPS (table 5). For hypotheses 
testing limited positive evidence (+) was found.
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Table 4. Methodological quality of each paper per measurement property and instrument a [EWPS=Endicott Work Productivity Scale; 
LEAPS=Lam Employment Absence and Productivity Scale; SPS=Stanford Presenteeism Scale; WLQ=Work Limitations Questionnaire; 
WPS=Work Performance Scale.]

Instrument and paper Internal 
consistency

Reliability Measurement 
error

Content 
validity

Structural 
validity

Hypotheses 
testing

Cross-
cultural 
validity

Responsiveness Interpretability

EWPS 
Endicott et al, 1997 (31) Poor Poor · · · Poor · Poor ·
Uguz et al, 2004 (32) Poor Fair · · · Fair · · ·
Erickson et al, 2009 (33) Poor · · · · Fair · Poor ·

WLQ-25 
Erickson et al, 2009 (33) Fair · · · · Fair · Poor ·
Sanderson et al, 2007 (34) Poor · · · · Poor · Poor ·

SPS-6 
Sanderson et al, 2007 (34) Poor · · · · Poor · Poor ·

WPS 
Erickson et al, 2009 (33) Poor · · · · Fair · Poor ·

LEAPS 
Lam et al, 2009 (35) Poor · · · Fair Fair · · ·

a Criterion validity was not evaluated. The methodological quality was assessed using the COSMIN checklist.

Table 5. Quality of measurement properties per instrument based on a best evidence synthesis of the combined information from all 
studies a [EWPS=Endicott Work Productivity Scale; LEAPS=Lam Employment Absence and Productivity Scale; SPS=Stanford Presentee-
ism Scale; WLQ=Work Limitations Questionnaire; WPS=Work Performance Scale; ++ = moderate positive evidence; + limited positive 
evidence; ? = unknown, due to poor methodological quality]

Measures Internal 
Consistency

Reliability Measurement 
error

Content validity Structural 
validity

Hypotheses 
testing

Cross-cultural 
validity

Responsiveness

EWPS ? ? · · · ++ · ?
WLQ + · · · · + · ?
SPS-6 ? · · · · ? · ?
WPS ? · · · · + · ?
LEAPS ? · · · + + · ·

a Criterion validity was not evaluated.

Lam Employment Absence & Productivity Scale (LEAPS)

Reliability. Lam et al (35) presented a new instrument, 
LEAPS, and investigated the internal consistency of the 
total scale (table 3). However, no Cronbach’s α of the 
subscales were available, therefore the paper was of poor 
methodological quality. 

Validity. Structural validity was studied by performing 
a factor analysis (principal component analysis with 
varimax rotation). The authors did not report how miss-
ing items were handled, resulting in fair methodological 
quality. Hypotheses testing was performed by correlating 
the LEAPS to several other measures (eg, the SDS work 
item, HPQ global work performance, HPQ productivity 
score, and % missed hours at work in past two weeks) 
and a comparison between five severity groups was made 
(table 3). Little information was provided on the a priori 
expectations; the paper used comparator instruments and 
was, therefore, of fair methodological quality. 

Responsiveness. This domain was not studied.

Interpretability. Neither floor nor ceiling effects nor MIC 
were studied (35).

Best evidence synthesis. Due to the poor methodological 
quality, there was unknown evidence (?) for the internal 
consistency of the LEAPS (table 5). For structural valid-
ity and responsiveness, limited positive evidence (+) was 
found (fair methodological quality and positive results).

Discussion

This systematic review was conducted to identify the 
measurement properties of self-reported health-related 
work-functioning instruments among workers with com-
mon mental disorders, taking the methodological quality 
of the studies into account in a best evidence synthesis. 
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Five papers reporting on the measurement properties 
of five self-reported health-related work-functioning 
instruments were included. The results show that there is 
little evidence available for the measurement properties 
of the identified instruments in this population, mainly 
due to the poor-to-fair methodological quality of the 
included studies.

None of the five identified instruments showed 
satisfactory results for all measurement properties. The 
internal consistency of all instruments was evaluated (all 
Cronbach’s α >0.70), as was construct validity by means 
of hypotheses testing: comparison of severity groups and 
correlations with other constructs. Test-retest reliability 
was only studied for the EWPS, in both the English (31) 
and Turkish (32) versions, with positive result. Although 
responsiveness was evaluated for four out of five instru-
ments (EWPS, WLQ, SPS-6, and WPS), the results 
are difficult to interpret due to small sample sizes and 
inappropriate methods (31, 33, 34). Structural validity 
was evaluated for the LEAPS only (35). Measurement 
error, content validity, cross-cultural validity, and inter-
pretability were either not studied or not adequately 
described in the included studies. Larger, well-designed 
validation studies in CMD populations are needed to 
provide more evidence for the measurement proper-
ties of health-related work-functioning instruments. In 
particular, large validation studies that include several 
of these instruments, in order to evaluate and compare 
the measurement properties, are needed.

Although the overall evidence for the measurement 
properties for all instruments is low, this does not imply 
that the instruments do not have good measurement 
properties. For example, the reported Cronbach’s α 
of all instruments and subscales were >0.70, but for 
most instruments no factor analysis was performed in 
the study population to assess the unidimensionality. If 
there is no evidence that the scales are unidimensional, 
the Cronbach’s α cannot be properly interpreted (40). 
Moreover, the focus of this review is on CMD popula-
tions, while the instruments also have been used and 
validated in other populations (12, 14–19). For example, 
the SPS-6, and the WLQ-16 were included among other 
instruments in a validation study performed among 
workers with shoulder or elbow disorders (18) and the 
WLQ-25, EWPS, and SPS-6 were included among other 
instruments in a validation study of a rheumatoid arthri-
tis and osteoarthritis population (15). All instruments 
showed satisfactory measurement properties.

The overall methodological quality of the included 
studies was poor to fair. Several reasons were found for 
these low ratings: often very small sample sizes were 
used in the analyses, especially in subgroup analyses. 
When validating instruments by means of hypotheses 
testing, it is important to formulate clear (a priori) 
hypotheses, stating the direction and magnitude of 

expected correlations or mean differences. In the present 
review, only Sanderson (34) and Lam (35) formulated 
hypotheses in their papers. Another reason for poor 
methodological quality was the lack of information. For 
example, studies failed to report on how missing items 
were handled, time intervals for test-retest and respon-
siveness were not stated, and comparative instruments 
used in hypotheses testing were not described. The evi-
dence synthesis was performed per measurement prop-
erty for each instrument to categorize the total body of 
evidence. It has to be noted, that if there is no evidence 
available, no rating can be made. This is different from 
unknown evidence (?), which is based on studies of poor 
methodological quality.

All included papers focused on workers and all 
included health-related work-functioning instruments 
were designed for use in working populations, often 
addressing a wide range of health conditions. Most iden-
tified papers included study populations in a clinical 
setting, ie, most participants were recruited in healthcare 
settings. One paper recruited in a workplace setting (34). 
Different instruments and classifications were used to 
diagnose CMD. Caution is needed before generalizing the 
results to the day-to-day practice of occupational physi-
cians, who may use these instruments to monitor work 
functioning of workers with CMD in a workplace setting. 

An asset of this study is that it used a rather strict set 
of inclusion criteria for self-reported health-related work-
functioning instruments. Papers were only included if 
they clearly stated that their aim was to validate a specific 
instrument. Moreover, instruments were only included if 
they were self-reported and evaluated work functioning 
or effectiveness on the job. Instruments based on a single 
item, those measuring absenteeism only, or those whose 
work definitions included house and school work were 
excluded. A recent review showed that there are more 
work functioning instruments used in CMD populations 
than the five included in this review (20). It might there-
fore be possible that, due to these strict set of inclusion 
criteria, instruments or papers were excluded that are 
also of interest for this population. However, because of 
our strict focus, this review provides a clear overview of 
the available evidence in this field and reveals gaps in 
knowledge.

The COSMIN taxonomy and checklist were chosen 
for the critical appraisal of the measurement properties 
(21, 23, 29, 30). The taxonomy was developed to pro-
vide an overview of the relevant measurement proper-
ties for health-related, patient-reported outcomes, and 
is based on international consensus (23). The COSMIN 
taxonomy might contribute to a better understanding and 
less ambiguity in the terminology and definitions used 
in validation studies. The COSMIN checklist provided 
a structured procedure for the evaluation of the meth-
odological quality of studies on measurement proper-
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ties. Although the COSMIN-checklist-based evaluation 
revealed that studies had poor-to-fair methodological 
quality, this does not imply that the instruments do not 
have good measurement properties.

The current systematic review had a narrow set of 
inclusion criteria with a structured procedure for the 
quality assessment. The results clearly indicate that 
there is a need for more and better validation studies in 
CMD populations for health-related work-functioning 
instruments. The COSMIN checklist may be used as 
a guide for designing methodologically sound valida-
tion studies. 

Concluding remarks

This systematic review provides an overview of the 
available evidence on the measurement properties of 
health-related work-functioning instruments in CMD 
populations. Most evidence is limited, with the construct 
validity – by means of hypothesis testing – having the 
highest level of evidence for all instruments. Information 
on a number of measurement properties, such as measure-
ment error, content validity, and cross-cultural validity is 
still lacking. Also information on interpretability of the 
instruments is mostly lacking. Therefore, no evidence-
based decisions and/or recommendations can be made for 
the use of health-related work-functioning instruments in 
CMD populations. For now, in determining which instru-
ment to employ, users will have to base their decisions on 
the content of the instrument, the purpose of use, and the 
target population, in addition to the little evidence avail-
able. Studies of high methodological quality are needed 
to properly assess the existing instruments’ measurement 
properties. We recommend using the COSMIN checklist 
in the design of these studies.
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